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FEST Conference Västerbotten, Sweden, 8 – 12 June 2014 
Storytelling in Movement 

 
 
8th of June 2014   
People arrived throughout the day and checked in to either Stiftsgården or Medlefors. 

At 8 pm everyone walked together towards the red wooden bridge Lejonströmsbron 

and walked along the river to the small semi-island Rovön. Everyone had brought a 

little taste of their home country. Food and drink from all over Europe nestled side by 

side on large table cloths on the grass beside 80 hungry people: eager to learn more 

about each other and get a taste for something new, unexpected and definitely 

memorable. Mosquitoes sneaked around ears and necks as sausages, cheese, 

dolmades and wine were presented. Stories were told about muscatel, chocolates, 

prawn fishing and caviar. There were many varieties of bread, meat, drinks and not 

forgetting sweets! It was a time to meet, eat and greet.  

The evening was fresh and beautiful. Around the fire the singing began and was only 

briefly interrupted by three naked midnight swimmers from FEST who were surprised 

to find the river was not as deep as it looked. Only the guitar was missing. Evening 

turned into night, but darkness never arrived. The weary travellers withdrew to try 

and catch up on some sleep when they and the mosquitoes had had their fill. 

 

9th of June 2014 - A look at the past. 
Monday morning saw the official opening and start of FEST 2014. 90 delegates from 

19 countries gathered in Stiftsgården’s main hall to the sound of Marianne 

Folkedotter’s “kulning” – a form of singing traditionally used to call the cows home 

from the field, accompanied by Greger Ottosson’s harmonica. Our Västerbotten 

hosts welcomed everyone to Skellefteå, it had been one year since the first herding 

call rang out in Rome, calling members of FEST to Sweden. Then Rose-Marie 

Lindfors, Malin Åberg, Jonas Lundkvist, Robert Herrala and Anders Wikström 

introduced the programme for the 2014 conference. This year’s theme storytelling in 
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movement promised a lot of stories and a lot of movement as the conference would 

be moving between Skellefteå, Malå and Umeå and its participants moving along 

with it. Many questions were asked, such as: where are we going? In what direction 

is Europe moving right now?  

 

Mats Rehnman opened the conference and talked a little about, the behaviour and at 

times confounding psyche of the Swedes. Since most of the audience were not 

Vikings but “rotten herrings”, Mats proposed a powerful initiation ritual: by using 

Swedish flags attached to toothpicks as swords, dragons (blue and yellow balloons) 

were slain to the mighty sound of the old song “oh give me some soda-water, soda-

water PUNCH!” Once all the dragons lay dead on the floor we continued the 

programme, feeling as strong and invincible as Vikings. 

  

There was a brief update on what had been happening since the FEST 2014 

conference in Rome. Guy Tilkin talked about the structure of FEST and issues that 

had emerged during the year. One of the questions that were raised after last year’s 

conference was: how can we stay in contact? Davide Bardi explained how this was 

the starting point for the new FEST website which is going to be both artistic and 

diplomatic – to keep everyone happy.  One of the features on the website: the Public 

Library, is for sharing experiences and ideas, a place where members can upload 

documents and share their projects and stories. The library will be a space for very 

important documents as well as less important ones that may be of interest to the 

members. The website will be linked to social media, therefore any update could be 

shared on Facebook and in Twitter feeds. There is also going to be a “main square” 

where people can meet, talk, grow and keep in contact with each other. All the 

content is to be in English. The website is still a work in progress and welcomes 

people with experience of web design and other relevant skills to develop this 

website further.  

 

After a short break, Mats Rehnman invited us to look at the past to see the future. 

He estimated that the people in the room had been involved in the storytelling world 

for an average of eleven years and this implied over a thousand years of experience 

between the participants! Taking us back to the beginning of language, Mats guided 

us through the historical development of communication and storytelling. He talked 
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about stories as an important factor in the development of language and 

communities. Interestingly, just as one can find the same type of story and fairy tales 

worldwide, young children seem to request the same stories over and over again. It 

was interesting to note that films repeat old themes and dress them up in new 

clothes; we are more connected than we think with our past. Although the wheel is 

supposedly the most important invention in the history of humanity, the movement of 

storytelling takes us further than any distance the wheel can ever travel. This is worth 

considering in our technology-driven world of today as nothing can compete with the 

technology we all have within - the ability to record and tell stories.  

It was said that when you fall in love with storytelling you fall in love with yourself. It 

connects each person with the oral being that they already are. The question is: how 

do we find the richness in our voices so that we can communicate about the wind, 

smells, and the silent steps of a tiger? Humans are hardwired into storytelling; we 

only need to awaken it. We are Homo-Narrativos! 

 

Coppelie Cocq: the circulation of stories.  
Coppelie Cocq, researcher in Sami storytelling and folklore, shared some of the 

functions of storytelling in Sami culture with us. Stories are told to warn against 

dangers, explain the unknown, educate and give people an identity. She introduced 

two common characters in Sami storytelling: Stállu – part demon part human and his 

wife Leftak, they suck blood, eat children but both are very stupid and easy to fool. In 

stories about them the Sami always win because the demon can be outwitted. This 

message of hope has survived in today’s modern world where Sami people face 

other types of beasts, such as mining and forestry companies. Coppelie showed 

examples of protest posters and Facebook-updates that draw comparison with the 

old Stállu stories and bring hope and courage to people by reminding them that the 

antagonist always has and always can be defeated. Stories about defeating enemies 

also explained and connected people to places and landscape; after bandits have 

been tricked and pushed down a slope, the mountain and rocks underneath are 

covered with blood and this of course explains why these rocks to this day are 

coloured red.  

Technology plays a part in keeping Sami traditional stories alive today and there is a 

website where children can follow stories on an interactive web page with recordings 

as well as questions and tasks to complete. This is one way of keeping the stories 
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current and fresh, but she also stressed that it takes commitment and responsibility 

to receive and protect a story. Coppelie’s presentation ended with a quote by Amy 

Shuman: “Stories must travel beyond their owners to do some kind of cultural work”. 

Stories become universal when a listener associates it with personal experience, and 

stories that move and circulate beyond the here and now have a chance to remain 

and become timeless.  

 

After a coffee break we divided into five sub-groups to reflect upon and discuss the 

seminars. Afterwards, each group briefly reported back their findings. 

 

The story behind the words: what is actually being understood? 

Absence and presence, how less tells more.  

Understanding beyond language, through other means of storytelling. 

Words that tap into beyond the words, the language we are making. 

Listening and understanding to what you cannot understand. 

 

Relevance of stories: why do young kids not come to storytelling when everyone 

tells stories? People go to hear new stories rather than old ones, we need to 

understand that we communicate with people and that whilst telling a story we 

change. 

Storytellers have a responsibility to keep the heritage alive but also to refresh the art 

and continue to create and encourage new stories. Keep telling traditional stories but 

make room for new ones. Storytelling is a recently reincarnated art form and it is still 

finding its form.  

We have a lot of questions!! 

 

Storytelling, for entertainment or engagement? Who is entitled to tell our stories?  

Entertainment is not necessarily superficial, in Greek the word means soul training. 

Fairy tales are the same all over the world because we are the same.  

How stories have been related to communities in the past. Do we/ don’t we need new 

epics? 

A teller is a listener and must be flexible to suit the story along with the audience.  

How can we train our listening and be braver? Why Storytelling? 
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Difference between to understand (head) and experience (body-soul) 

What is the difference between understanding and experiencing?  

Understanding – standing under, go with the story. We explored the different 

meanings of the word understand in our different languages.  

The innocence of being a human while listening. Senses that can move, being 

present.  

What makes people really listen and experience themselves? 

 

Reflections on the different approach from the morning’s two speakers. 
The importance and value of collaborations between storytellers and academics, we 

want them with us, and it will be a great challenge to make it work.  

What was the meaning of falling in love (with storytelling)?  

What is important to tell?  

 

A presentation of Västerbotten the Storytelling Region - a project that involves 

and connects storytellers, storytelling associations and regional organisations such 

as: museum, theatre, the storytelling festival and cultural tourism. 
Anders Karlsson told the story of how it all began for him during a storytelling 

performance where words created images in his head and hit him right in the heart. 

This was the beginning of a love affair that awakened the idea: what if we could tell 

stories instead of using brochures, signs and exhibitions at the Västerbotten 

Museum?  

Robert Herrala spoke about how the Västerbotten Theatre saw a positive change 

once they began using local storytellers and created performances where the 

audience could recognise themselves. We heard how the theatre changed from 

being an island of fine art into the people’s theatre thanks to the incorporation of 

storytelling in their work.  

Marianne Folkedotter from the Västerbotten museum holds the unique title of 

storytelling curator, her job at the museum is not, like people may think, to collect and 

archive stories from the region, her focus is instead on getting people interested and 

involved in storytelling, as this is a sure way to strengthen and develop the tradition 

of storytelling and to keep it alive.  

Her position started as a three-year project funded by the Swedish Art Council but is 

now a permanent post. At the museum she works with connecting people to their 
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material and turning anyone who is interested into a “word distributor” through 

courses and workshops. They also arrange storytelling performances at museums in 

the region, with the aim of exploring storytelling in a creative way and to add interest 

and value to historical sites.  

Jonas Lundkvist producer of the annual storytelling festival in Skellefteå talked 

about his involvement with the organization of the festival since it started in 2009. 

This week-long festival now offers the two-day conference “Tell me a story” which 

functions as a meeting point for the storytelling world. The aim is to inspire anyone 

who wants to use it in any way they wish to use it. Jonas says when many people are 

involved it means there are many directions and wills, but also immense power. The 

keywords for the festival are collaboration and cooperation. It is a meeting for tellers 

and for telling. An important collaboration is of course with the municipality and the 

region of Västerbotten, which finances the festival. 

While Umeå is cultural capital 2014, Skellefteå has proclaimed itself a place for 

storytelling. This project, lead by Marie Mandalh, will bridge the gap between culture 

and tourism while promoting Skellefteå as an attractive place to live and visit, a place 

alive with culture and stories where people can be storytellers and even make a living 

from it. 

Finally, Rosemarie Lindfors from the Skellefteå Storytelling Association explained 

how their story began with the simple question: “I have a story to tell, where can I tell 

it?” This was after a storytelling session at the library and the question highlighted the 

need for a meeting point where people could share and exchange stories in a town 

that had many new arrivals both from other parts of Sweden and abroad. It resulted 

in the group Your Culture Shows with the idea that if you tell your story, perhaps your 

culture will be visible. The name did felt a bit strange and complex in Skellefteå so 

the more practical and self-explanatory name Skellefteå Berättarförening was 

adopted. They now consist of two individual organisations that aim to give people an 

opportunity to tell and a place for their stories.  

 

Three sub-groups delved deeper into the issues presented by the Storytelling 

Region.  

Group 1 with the Västerbotten Regional Theatre and Museum asked questions and 

learned more about the type of stories that are told in this part of Sweden and how 

the local history and past have shaped the stories and people behind them. 
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Performances at the theatre often contain stories about people who lived in the 

region perhaps a hundred years ago. The location is fundamental but it is not just a 

history lesson as the stories always tell of something that is still relevant today, these 

are general questions about life, death and love. The stories can be part fiction and 

part fact, but the important thing is that even if it is not true, it could well be. Many of 

the stories are told and performed in local dialect, the language that was once 

forbidden to speak is heading for extinction, the Västerbotten-group is very aware 

about this irrevocable fact, and they harbour no illusions that they can preserve it, but 

the dialect does something to its speaker and the audience. There is a firm 

foundation in speaking like your grandmother by the kitchen sink; it gives the stories 

another depth and authenticity. This is something we can all relate to from our 

respective European countries where dialect in the past often has been viewed as 

something of less status, something that is almost forgotten and rarely used on 

theatre stages.  

Group 2 with Skellefteå Berättarförening, discussed storytelling as a tool for joy, 

learning and integration. We heard how the Skellefteå group have worked to create a 

meeting place for new and old inhabitants of the town, with the aim of getting to know 

each other, take care of each other, share skills and create a strong community. 

They shared examples of the wide spectre of their work in Skellefteå: their 

involvement in language learning, integration projects, cultural heritage, storytelling 

evenings, storytelling among children and youth. This led to further group discussion 

with sharing of experiences and memorable storytelling encounters. 

Group 3 heard how the organisers of the Festival and Storytelling Regional project 

managed to reach their goals working alongside politicians as well as the other 

organisations involved. The importance of having a clear vision document, a lot of 

patience and perseverance in order to get things signed off and achieved when 

working with local councils. The value and strength of the self-declaration Skellefteå- 

a place for storytelling, which is not just about regional branding but a way to create 

internal pride and turning it into a self-fulfilling prophecy that drives the project 

forward. Involving professional organisers in creative projects makes things easier 

but it is of course important to make sure that artists are included so the project does 

not go beyond them, and to include them in the decision-making.  
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On Monday evening the Municipality of Skellefteå hosted the three-course dinner at 

Stiftsgården.  It included reindeer meat and brook trout accompanied with 

Västerbotten’s own distinctly flavourful cheese and seasonal vegetables. The Mayor, 

Ann-Christin Westerlund, welcomed everyone and expressed her appreciation to all 

her guests, highlighting the important work that each storyteller contributes to and 

advising everyone to get some sleep, even if it never got dark at night.  

Anna-Lena Lundmark, head of the Culture Department at of Skellefteå municipality 

talked about the town’s social heritage of “can do”. This sprung from a place where 

you have to be able to do if things are to be done. Skellefteå – a place for storytelling, 

is an example of how things get done using things that are already in place but not 

necessarily in order. By proclaiming Skellefteå a place for storytelling, the spotlight is 

on what is all around us and the scene which is set for stories, stories about us, 

touching the core of the mental landscape. Thomas Andersson and Greger Ottosson 

entertained the party on violin and harmonica. They treated us to a light-hearted song 

about work and food, followed by a heartrending piece called life in the trenches.  

 

Stories from Sweden were on the menu after dinner. We gathered outside in small 

groups, each led by a member of the Swedish storytelling network BNS, and we 

headed out into the slightly rainy night for a story-walk prepared by 20 Swedish 

storytellers in the area surrounding Stiftsgården. The groups walked past the church, 

down towards the red wooden bridge and some even ventured through the old 

church town and towards the museum. We stopped at different locations along the 

routes to hear the stories. The stories were a mix of local history, magical creatures 

and events, ghosts and animals together with personal, moral and outright tall 

stories. Despite the rain and the cold we managed to tour the immediate area, to get 

a feel for the diversity in Swedish storytelling tradition and at times even a little 

sample of the local language. 

 

Tuesday 10th of June - Here and Now 

Two buses left Skellefteå just after nine o’clock in the morning with the destination 

Malå and Koppsele. On board the buses all non-Swedish travellers were encouraged 

to pair up and sit next to someone from Sweden. The road to Malå was lined with 

endless pine forest and whilst we travelled inland towards the regional border, one of 

the drivers notified everyone as we entered Lapland and of course to look out for 
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‘polar bear and penguins’ along the road. For obvious reasons no polar bear or 

penguins were spotted during the journey, but an elk and a white reindeer with her 

calf were spotted.  

The journey was ideal for uninterrupted conversation and getting to know new 

people. Suddenly, at the sound of a cow-bell, all Swedish passengers took out the 

small object that everyone had been requested to bring along and tell their story 

about. After sharing stories, passengers were given the opportunity to swap seats 

and pair up with someone new to hear the story about the object they have brought, 

helping people to mix and get to know each other. 

After a brief toilet stop at the hotel we would be staying at we headed out into the 

forest on foot. A narrow path took us through wet blueberry and lingonberry shrub 

where our host Jörgen Stenberg greeted the group and took us on a walk through the 

forest. Jörgen is one of the enthusiasts working to restore an old Sami forest dwelling 

in the Koppsele nature reserve. On the way through the forest he showed us where 

other dwellings may have been. We saw stone rings that indicated where cooking 

would have taken place, he also showed us the right way to enter Sami 

accommodation such as the tent-like kåta, to avoid stepping into the fire or sitting in 

the wrong place. As we walked past beautiful moss-decorated stones we could hear 

cuckoos and admire strange mushrooms.  Jörgen told us more about the site: about 

holy goddesses and the Sami yoik, while his mobile phone rang. We could imagine 

that it was probably the goddess calling. Halfway through the forest we crossed a 

small stream where we could drink the fresh spring water. 

Koppsele is a very still and soothing place situated in a clearing next to a peaceful 

part of the Malå river. There we could wind down after a jam-packed Monday at the 

conference, we queued for soup and bread, found a dry place to sit and eat our food 

while mosquitoes feasted on us and the coffee simmered in heavy pots on the fire. 

There was time for conversation, reflecting and for networking in this place where 

time seems to go at its own pace. Later, in smaller groups we learnt more about 

Sami life: about reindeer herding, yoik, shamanism, craft and house building or could 

simply wandered and enjoy the forest.  

 

There was a mixed response to this day. Most participants mentioned that it was a 

gift; a very special and inspiring day; to be in nature, away from rigid schedules with 

lots of time for thinking, being and networking. Others found it a bit too long and 
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asked if it really belonged in a conference about storytelling, saying that it was 

perhaps more connected with tourism than storytelling. 

It was a place of interesting clashes - of old and new - where ancient buildings are 

being recreated using chainsaw as well as axe, where food is prepared on fire but 

served in plastic bowls, mobile phones ring during yoik. Lots of new stories happened 

that day. The FEST conference offered this unforgettable experience of the Sami 

culture. 

The mix of old and new was also very present in Lii Andersson’s workshop about 

handicraft when she showed the group her traditional clothes-making with old 

patterns and design but using modern materials to update the craft. It is not just 

about keeping and preserving a craft, but the upkeep and continuation of it that will 

make sure traditions survive.  

One lasting impression from Lotta Svensson’s walk and talk about botany and 

shamanism is trial by error: ‘go carefully and try what works; feel and find out what 

works for you. In Jörgen yoik workshop we heard that there are no ways to teach yoik 

to someone, it has to come from within. Jörgen told us we all have yoik inside, 

something we must explore and discover on our own. Jörgen touched many of us on 

this day with the depth and emotion of his yoik. Yoik is a way of expressing emotion, 

to tell a story, to tell a person or an animal – anything you want to express can be 

represented in a yoik. He tells us there is a yoik for every occasion – even hate-yoiks. 

There are practical yoiks for putting children to sleep, yoiks to calm, sooth and move 

reindeers faster, “this works on the car too”. Jokes and yoiks intermingle when 

Jörgen talks, but most striking is his complete comfort around things that might be 

sensitive, reminding us of the importance of emotion and reaching within to find what 

needs expressing. When he shared the yoik that represents his son the love in his 

voice filled the crowded tent where we sat.  

Regardless of whether the visit to Koppsele has relevance at a storytelling 

conference or not, this was a day spent completely in the here and now, in a home 

ground for stories with room for talk, thoughts, being and reflections, far away from 

traffic noise and stress, among pine trees and mosquitoes, smelling of wet moss and 

smoky fires. It is a day that will be remembered and told about, a day to consider who 

we are as human beings as well as a meeting between people and cultures.  
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Wednesday 11th of June - A look at the future. 
We left Malå after a good breakfast with new ideas, friends, mosquito bites and 

memories of the midnight sun. We stopped off to admire the rapids at 

Mårdseleforsen and chose a small stone to put near our hearts and connect with a 

word that somehow summed up this year’s conference for us. We arrived in Umeå- 

Gammlia, at the regional museum where there was some time to browse around 

before lunch was served on the open-air dance floor.  

        After lunch we gathered inside the museum’s auditorium where Anders Karlsson 

initiated a discussion about the future of storytelling in Europe. Anders firmly believes 

storytelling has an important role in the development of societies, to aid integration as 

a way of getting to know each other and also to strengthen people’s identities and 

roots. Together we can create a better world! Raymond Den Boestert asked the 

question: Where do we fit European Storytelling into this European puzzle? 

Considering the winds that are blowing through Europe at the moment, and our world 

that is changing so fast, we need to ask questions instead of look for answers. We 

are after all part of the same community.  

Abbi Patrix said that it is frightening how Europe is shrinking.  

Davide Barbi said that it is not enough to meet, we have to get toknow each other so 

we can understand each other better and that if you know the story of others, you 

cannot but love them.  

Bruno claimed that we are lost without stories. Many governments treat storytellers 

with contempt and asked how we can find a language through stories that can 

improve this. 

Amanda Glans said that the story about Europe is about to change. It might change 

rapidly, she wanted to know where we are going. Stories will always be told, but why 

by us? Other forces tell other stories, powerful ones that dehumanise others. Is there 

perhaps another story that needs to be heard? What is the story behind the fear and 

ignorance? Do we need to hear that story? Do we need to turn the eye upon 

ourselves? 

 

After the discussion Eva Andersson told us about how Ljungby’s Museum of Legends 

started off like a fairy tale and has just received accreditation from UNESCO for 

safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, a fine award that means Ljungby 

storytellers will have an opportunity to influence what will go on the list for intangible 
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cultural heritage while functioning as a role model for others that work with the 

preservation of cultural traditions. It is now has an important festival that has been 

running for 25 years, and includes activities such as story buses, MC-performances, 

treasure hunts with dial a number - hear a story. Eva gave her presentation with 

warmth, humour and a lot of inspiration that lightened the mood after the previously 

serious topic.  

 

The Greek hosts for FEST 2015, Giorgos Evgenikos and Maria Vrachionidou from 

MITOS, showed a short film as a taste of what to expect in 2015 when FEST travels 

to the beautiful island of Kea, near Athens.   

 

For the last time the group divided up into five sub groups to spend the rest of the 

afternoon in different workshops.  

In promoting storytelling in a digital world Maciej Frankowicz presented 

Facebook, twitter, YouTube and AuditoTrip as tools for storytelling.  

Karen Tscholl from Tellers Without Borders gave a very hands-on and intimate 

workshop to use tools for storytelling with a healing perspective.  
Love Ersare’s Improvisation and storytelling workshop had lots of action and 

many laughs when people were invited to step out of their comfort zones, forget 

about planning what to tell and instead ‘just do’. 

Regional cooperation for building a storytelling culture with Anders K 

skljdflkfjfjfa attracted a large number of particpants. 

Jennifer Ramsay, in Storytelling to Educate for Life, used the story of Cinderella 

as a practical and powerful way of dealing with bullying in the educational 

community. It was also aimed at helping participants and language learners find 

words to express emotions and experiences.  

 

After Coffee and sandwiches back on the dance floor, it was time to sum up and 

hand over the FEST baton to Greece: Giorgos and Maria had placed blue, green, red 

and yellow paper boats forming the word FEST and KIA on the ground. These boats 

will sail on the river of FEST from Sweden to Greece. The last few days had been 

filled by stories, discussion, insight and information. We had walked along forest 

paths together, crossed rivers and streams. Seeds had been sown, new connections 

and ties of friendship made whilst trying to see beyond borders and listen to the story 
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beyond the words. At the end of the seventh FEST conference we said goodbye to, 

and thanked the members of the EC. Jennifer mentioned that seven EC members 

had been involved in the seventh FEST conference and this was a symbol of closing 

a circle. Rose-Marie stepped down after three years and a new cycle could begin.  

Then everyone was invited to take out the stone they picked by the river in Mårdsele, 

they charged it with their hands, hearts and the chosen word before we did a special 

dance to connect with the flow of the river. Several steps forward and some steps 

back, we go round and round like the days we have shared and the days yet to 

come.  

When the dance finished we put the stones in the centre of the dance floor one by 

one, calling out the words to sum up this year’s conference. Afterwards each 

participant selected a different stone from the collection. Our mix of memories and 

words were now shuffled and ready to be spread all over Europe. 

Finally it was time for Maria, Giorgos and Stella to welcome everyone to Kea in 

Greece the 19th-22th of July 2015. They put on an exuberant Greek tune, and 

everybody did Greek dancing! 

 

 We spent the evening at Västerbacken Hotel and Conference. The dinner was a 

generous introduction to the approaching Swedish Midsummer with a complete 

smorgasbord of fish, meat, salads, fruit and cheese, completed with cloudberry- gold 

of the forest - over ice cream for dessert. Marianne, Robert, Gunnar and Greger from 

Västerbotten Theatre entertained us with stories in both English and Swedish. In 

Swedish, FEST is the word used for celebration and party; this night, as well as the 

days preceding it, had truly been a wonderful party and a celebration of European 

Storytelling. 
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The words that sum up the 2014 FEST Conference  

(from the ceremony with the dance and stones)  

 

Collaboration   dedication   encouragement   power    direction 

connection       workshop         helpfulness       state of mind     

vitality     welcome     love    visions of possibilities      

 to meet        partnership     presence   variety    joy     

moviemento   opening   beautiful    universality          opening                

flow on             travel to the stream   rainbow                communication   

hope   light        joy            yoik                   languages      harmony     

heart 
Se möjligheterna (see the possibilities)    kindness    connection  

discourse integration engagement  guts   imagination   co-

creative   lightness  balance   insights    silence   between the words 

peace  lily  luck   foundations    the voices   congregation    listening            

onira (dreams)        warmth          etsinollent     strength   

tellers with no borders     agapi (love)    silence      growth     
room for differences             collaboration  

a vessel      freedom       la liberté      exchange      truth      honesty 

meaning    mystique    mozliwosci (opportunities)    transitions   future 

adventure    storytelling      open minds        stories 


